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PHENIX Collaboration (Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 132301 (2010)):
In

entral Au+Au

ollisions, the ex ess of dire t photon yield over

p+p is exponential in transverse momentum, with inverse slope T = 221
+/- 19 (stat) +/- 19 (syst) MeV. Hydrodynami al models with initial
temperatures ranging from 300600 MeV at times of
after the

0.6 - 0.15 fm/

ollision are in qualitative agreement with the data.

PHENIX Collaboration (Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 122302 (2012)):
The se ond Fourier

omponent v(2) of the azimuthal anisotropy with

respe t to the rea tion plane is measured for dire t photons at midrapidity
and transverse momentum (p(T)) of 1-12 GeV/

√
sN N

in Au + Au

= 200 GeV. ................ in the p(T) < 4 GeV/

region dominated by

thermal photons, we nd a substantial dire t-photon v(2)
that of hadrons, whereas model
kinemati

ollisions at

omparable to

al ulations for thermal photons in this

region underpredi t the observed v(2).

A serious
from QGP

ontradi tion with expe ted dominan e of photon produ tion

Our explanation of this PHENIX (+ ALICE now) puzzle :
Intensive radiation of magneti bremsstrahlung type (syn hrotron radiation)
resulting from the intera tion of es aping quarks with the olle tive onning
olour eld is dis ussed as a new possible me hanism of observed dire t
photon anisotropy.
Theoreti ally, the basi

onditions to have su h a radiation available

are easily realized as:
1  the presen e of relativisti

light quarks (u and

d

quarks) in QGP;

2  the semi lassi al nature of their motion;
3 

onnement.

Then as a result, ea h quark (antiquark) at the boundary of the system
volume moves along a urve traje tory and (as any lassi al harge undergoes
an a

eleration) emits photons.

The intera tion of es aping quarks with the
eld (in the

hromo-ele tri

ux tube model):

olle tive

onning

olor

From our old

al ulations (Yad. Fiz.; Z. Phys. C; Phys. Lett. B (1988)):
γ
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where
of

σ

Tc

=

const
rTc1/3σ 1/3

,

is the phase-transition temperature,

r

is the transverse size

ylindri ally symetri plasma volume with the longitudinal expansion,
≃ 0.2 Gev2 is the quark onning for e. Volume photons ome from the

hannels

gq → γq , q q̄ → γg .

Taking into a

ount the value of

γ
γ
Nsurface
/Nvolume
≈2

The similar estimation

at

onstant we nd

r = 10

fm .

an be obtained for hard enough photons also.

Obviously, the photon emanation from the surfa e me hanism of non entral
ion

ollisions is nonisotropi . Indeed, photons are emitted mainly around

the dire tion determined by the normal to the ellipsoid-like surfa e.
In the transverse (x-y ) plane (the beam is running along (z )-axis) the
dire tion of this normal (emitted photons) is determined by the spatial
−1
azimuthal angle φs = tan (y/x) as

tan(φγ ) = (Rx/Ry )2 tan(φs).
The shape of quark-gluon system surfa e in transverse plane is ontrolled
by the radii

Rx = R 1 − ǫ

b/2RA (b is the impa
nu lei).

√

√

Ry = R 1 + ǫ with the e entri ity ǫ =
t parameter, RA is the radius of the olliding (identi al)
and

The photon azimuthal anisotropy
Fourier

an be

hara terized by the se ond

omponent

v2γ =

R

dφγ cos(2φγ )(dN γ /dφγ )
R

dφγ (dN γ /dφγ )

and is proportional to the mean normal

v2γ

R

dφs cos(2φγ )
= ǫ.
∝
2π

Summarizing we would like to maintain positively that the surfa e
me hanism of photon produ tion is intensive enough, develops the azimuthal
anisotropy and is

apable of resolving the PHENIX dire t photons puzzle

still without appealing to the non-equilibrium dynami s of heavy ion
ollision pro ess.

